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Capio not only gets rid of paper to support your personal productivity, but it also helps make it easier to manage information. Capio is the out-of-the-box solution that helps you manage paper once you've captured it. Capio allows you to quickly find, organize, retrieve and share your files. Capio is a "true out-of-the-box" solution that does not require you to manage your folders or printers. Capio is
smart enough to discover new documents based on what you have previously scanned, archived or emailed. Capio is available for Windows, Mac and Linux. Capio requires Microsoft.NET Framework 2.0. Table of Contents What is Capio? How does Capio work? What does Capio include? What types of documents can I capture? How do I connect to the Internet? How do I send my documents to
Ascent? How do I view my documents? How can I export my documents? How can I delete a document? How can I save a document? What is VRS? How do I use VRS? What should I consider when using VRS? How do I manage my paper documents? How does Capio integrate with Ascent Capture? How is Capio different from other solutions? Technical Support - Upgrading from other tools?
System Requirements - Compatibility Documentation Additional Resources and Support Download Capio The Kofax Group is a network of companies including Kofax and Arctangent. We are committed to delivering products and services that improve the effectiveness, efficiency and accessibility of digital information. With a market leading position in document management, our products and
services are designed to: ￭ Increase the effectiveness and efficiency of business processes by enabling management of business information in any format ￭ Improve your competitive position by making information available as and when it is required ￭ Enable organisations to effectively manage the movement of information within their business ￭ Enable knowledge workers to search business
information in the most efficient manner, as and when it is required ￭ Enable users to achieve information management control regardless of location Kofax has more than 30 years of experience in the information capture industry. Our information capture products are today's best solution for organisations that are looking to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of business processes, and that
want to eliminate the reliance on paper and fax machines in order to achieve this.

Capio Free

Capio is a professional scanning solution that can capture documents for personal information management. By setting document parameters using an intuitive interface, you can easily scan documents and export them as PDFs, TIFFs or JPEGs. Capio can search for documents based on keywords in the text, image, or document structure. You can also add page numbers, annotations, and clipping
marks to digital documents. Capio is an excellent solution for personal capturing of business documents. Capio, without any programming or IT assistance, can seamlessly capture paper documents and organize them using advanced search and merge features. It is also integrated with Ascent Capture, a solution recommended by most Fortune 500 companies for capturing information. Capio, available
as a server or client-side module, integrates with business applications like EAI, SCORM, Electronic Document Management and Business Process Management (BPM) software. Capio can also integrate with Microsoft SharePoint to enable personal capturing and management of SharePoint documents. Key Features of Capio: ￭ Capio is a first-class document capture solution. It does the actual
capturing for you and provides intelligent search functionality. No configuration is required. ￭ Capture unlimited paper documents. Capio supports both one-time and recurring document capture on your PC or network. It's also designed to be used in offline environments. ￭ Capio integrates with all levels of Ascent Capture for capture of electronic documents. Capio can search for and index
documents in the Capturing environment, in local documents, in Microsoft SharePoint, or in the Ascent Capture library. ￭ Capio integrates with EAI software. Capio recognizes both structured and unstructured documents, including correspondence, meeting minutes, and memos. Search for these documents in both structured and unstructured data. ￭ Capio allows you to add indices and annotations
to structured and unstructured documents. You can use keywords and stored text or image information to search for documents. ￭ Capio integrates with all levels of Ascent Capture for capture of electronic documents. Capio can search for and index documents in the Capturing environment, in local documents, in Microsoft SharePoint, or in the Ascent Capture library. ￭ Capio integrates with
Microsoft SharePoint, making it easy for administrators to allow users to capture personal documents directly from SharePoint. ￭ Capio can index and search for multiple iterations of the same document. For example, if a customer sub 09e8f5149f
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Capio is an easy-to-use, professional-strength information capture and management solution for personal productivity. Capio is preloaded with VRS, the de facto standard for scanning productivity. Capio also integrates seamlessly with Ascent Capture, the world's most popular information capture platform. And Capio is built on the Kofax Capture Runtime, the leading and only standards-compliant
API for information capture in the enterprise. Capio is available in a single or multiple-user model and as a PC or Mac appliance. Buy Capio to help you manage all your personal paper documents in one convenient, easy to use and consistent solution. Capio eliminates the time-consuming, error-prone hunt for paper documents and makes them instantly available through the web or e-mail. Capio lets
you capture any paper document on your desktop, control sharing through e-mail and instantly archive the document. You can even edit the text and markup of the document later. Capio is a solution that you'll use every day. And it's the best in the business. Record, Secure and Save Your Business Communications with Capio Scan and Capture Business Related Documents. Capio provides an easy to
use interface that allows you to manage your business related documents in one place. With Capio, you can capture and archive any business document - and you can even capture forms directly from the web. That means you can scan and capture your most important business documents like purchase orders, invoices, insurance claims and even your own work/personal correspondence. You can also
securely share any business related document with co-workers, customers, or anyone else who has access to the shared folders where the documents are placed. Capio provides a secure way to share documents in a single place. You can control exactly what information is shared and when. Automatically Run Check Documents. Capio lets you automatically run check documents of all kinds - whether
your check documents are from a check printing service or whether they are digitally generated on your own. Once you have captured the document, you can choose to either electronically annotate and forward the check or forward the document to you accountant to sign. Automatically File Your Signatures. Capio is the first document capture system on the market to automatically recognize and use
the unique signature of your accountants and lawyers, not to mention the personally branded checks you typically hand sign for yourself. Capio captures each document, analyzes the content, and assigns the signature data for you. That way, you don't have

What's New In?

Capio is a simple, fast and affordable solution for capturing and managing electronic copies of paper documents. Capio is part of Kofax's Mobility Computing division. It is the ideal solution for personal or small business use. Capio provides a professional and easy-to-use desktop scanning solution for both personal and professional use. Capio is intended for busy business users who need high-
quality scans that look great and are easy to locate and share, no matter where you get the documents. Capio also eliminates the hassle of printing paper files or emailing them to yourself. Since Capio integrates with the Ascent Capture environment, knowledge workers in remote locations can simply scan their documents, enter them into Capio, and retrieve the electronic documents in seconds with
minimal effort. Capio runs on Microsoft Windows XP, and was designed from the ground up to operate on today's most common PC configurations. Key Benefits Professional-grade scanning with an easy-to-use, intuitive interface A professional appearance Easy integration with the Ascent Capture environment Powerful text search and highlighting abilities Single- and multi-page TIFFs and PDFs
Multi-format image capture Extensive document edits Export options Detailed Capio description at For complete Capio descriptions for each product and languages visit the Capio International website at Capio Specifications: Supporting Operating System: Windows 2000, XP, NT, 98, ME, 2000, ME, 2000, ME Display: 1024 x 768 Cable: USB, Laser, Parallel, Ethernet Scanner: Scanner type:
flatbed Scanner model: Canon 9000F Software: Drivers, Windows 2000, XP, NT, 98, ME, 2000, ME, 2000, ME Capio Specifications PDF: Capio Specifications TIFF: Capio Specifications PDF Format: "CAPIO" and "virtualreScan" are trademarks or registered trademarks of Kofax Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other
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System Requirements For Capio:

1. Windows XP, Windows Vista, or Windows 7, or Mac OS X 10.5.7 2. Internet Explorer 7, Firefox 2, Safari 3, or Chrome 3. Adobe Flash Player Version 10.0 or later 4. A broadband connection. 5. An Intel-compatible processor with SSE2 support. Minimum System Requirements: 2. Internet Explorer 7, Firefox 2, Safari 3
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